Abstract Future GeoSAR missions are expected to provide higher resolution radar images featuring shorter revisit times by locating a radar payload on-board of a geostationary satellite. One of the main challenges in GeoSAR processing is accurately determining the satellite orbit to obtain a precise phase history, in order to properly focus the retrieved data. To tackle this challenge, a multiple baseline ground-based interferometer is proposed as a compact and reliable method to achieve an unprecedented accuracy. As a proof of concept, this paper presents the results obtained from a single baseline prototype, whose results can be extrapolated to a larger system, able to be used in future missions.
Introduction: the GeoSAR mission
A variety of applications, including land stability control and monitoring natural hazards such as volcanic activity or earthquakes would substantially benefit from permanent radar monitoring, as the fast evolution of these hazards is not observable with current low Earth orbit (LEO) based systems. To overcome this drawback, GeoSAR missions were proposed.
There are two main approaches regarding GeoSAR missions. On the one hand, the use of platforms on geosynchronous orbits has been recently studied [1] . On the other hand, recent studies have shown the possibility to operate a radar payload hosted by a communication satellite in a geostationary orbit [2] . The movement of the satellite in the orbit does not follow a perfect equatorial trajectory, but has a slight eccentricity and inclination that can be used to form the synthetic aperture required to obtain images ( Figure 1 ). This work focuses on the second approach. A proper comparison between geosynchronous and geostationary SAR is discussed in [3] .
Several sources affect the along-track phase history in GeoSAR missions, causing unwanted fluctuations that may result in image defocusing. One main expected contributor to azimuth phase noise are orbit determination errors. An accurate image of the scene after SAR processing can be obtained if the range history of every point of the scene is accurately known. This fact necessitates high-precision orbit modeling (with accuracies in the order of magnitude of λ), the use of suitable techniques for atmospheric phase screen compensation [4] , and the study and correction of ionospheric effects [5] , especially at large wavelengths such as the L band. Such orbital determination requirements are well beyond the usual systems used to manage repositioning of satellites in geostationary orbits. To achieve an accurate satellite orbit, two possible precise systems have been discussed in [6] .
The first approach involves the deployment of several active radar calibrators (ARCs) over Europe that would be used to focus the radar images. While this approach is conceptually solid and requires no synchronization between transceivers, it demands the calibrators to be located on the area to be observed, and cannot be properly tested before the radar payload is launched in the orbit.
The second approach based on interferometry is of a higher complexity owing to the synchronization of the receivers; however, the interferometer can be tested as an orbital determination device with actual geostationary communication satellites. In addition, it can be placed regardless of the area to be observed by the radar, as long as the interferometer receives enough power from the satellite.
This work focuses on the second approach, presenting the initial results obtained by using a groundbased interferometry system. The document is organized as follows. First, we provide some background on interferometry and explain the main system configuration used to obtain raw positioning data. Second, we explain the least-squares technique for orbit determination adopted to obtain orbital parameters from the interferometric phase. Finally, the results achieved are analyzed and discussed.
Theoretical background
The principle of interferometry techniques is to coherently combine signals generated from the same source at different locations so that information about the source can be obtained. These techniques generate an interference signal by means of either superposition in traditional optical interferometry [7] , or correlation as in modern radio-interferometry [8] .
The basic interferometer setup consists of an emitter source and at least two receivers. Each receiver pair is entitled to obtain an interference signal and its performance will greatly depend on the separation between receivers, commonly known as baseline.
Correlation interferometry
The baseband equivalent of the arriving signals at each receiving antenna can be approximately defined as the transmitted complex signal affected by amplitude and phase components, caused by the transmission path among other factors.
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where T x(t) is the complex transmitted signal at the satellite antenna, Rx i is the received signal at receiver i, α i is the path delay phase, ω i (t) is the additive white Gaussian noise added by the transmission path, and t i is the time delay from the satellite to the receiver i and A i is the attenuation caused by the path losses.
The interferometric phase α 12 , defined as the difference between both path delays α 1 and α 2 , can be retrieved by correlating both received signals during a delimited integration period. Only the zero lag component of the correlation is required for retrieving α 12 from a punctual source, as described in (3).
where E R is the received signal energy, T is the time period, and k is the sampling ratio. Notice that if the added samples are large enough, the noise can be substantially reduced by considering it greatly uncorrelated if the integration period is large enough. This principle enforces the use of correlation techniques instead of superposition techniques to reduce the noise on the interference signal. This might lead to an unrestrainedly high integration time; however, the interferometer will provide a single value for each integration period, and hence a compromise must be established to retrieve a sufficiently sampled stream of data where noise is sufficiently uncorrelated, taking into account the relatives satellite-Earth motion.
Per se, the raw interferometric phase does not provide the position of the satellite; therefore, an orbital tracking model is required.
Orbital tracking
A mathematical model must be established in such a manner that it relates the three-dimensional position of the satellite with the raw data. At this point, two different models can be studied to determine the context in which they can provide value to our goals.
Far-field approximation model
In the far-field model, it is assumed that the distance between the signal emitter and the receiver is beyond the so-called Fraunhofer distance. Therefore, successive wavefronts are considered as parallel planes.
where D is the baseline length and λ is the wavelength. As can be deduced from (4), this approximation may be considered valid for a geostationary emitter as long as the baseline is not larger than 650 m approximately. In the case where the interferometer is properly dimensioned according to this model, the geometry of the problem can be described in a vectorial model, as depicted in Figures 2 and 3 . Therefore, the interferometric phase between each receiving pair is the geometrical delay of the wavefront between receivers expressed in phase units. This corresponds to the projection of the unitary range vectorr upon the baseline vector B.
Eq. (5) is typically used in direction finding interferometers [9, 10] , as it provides a finite resolution only for angular data. On the other hand, the range is assumed to be infinite and cannot be determined.
In the single baseline case, an interesting result can be obtained by manipulating (5) . If the Z axis is defined in the same direction as the baseline, the following expression can be derived:
This result is interesting, as it provides an algebraic solution from the arriving angle to the interferometric phase and vice versa. Thus, a direct tracking method is provided.
By using (8), the tracking resolution can be algebraically obtained by considering the effect of a threshold phase variation σ α in the angle of arrival.
In conclusion, while this mathematical model provides an approximate result and is limited by the interferometer dimensions, it provides intuitive information about the performance of the device.
Euclidean model
From a strictly geometrical point of view, allowing for no assumptions or approximations, the signal delay between both receivers is equal to the wave number multiplied by the signal path difference described by the euclidean distance ( Figure 4 ).
This mathematical model is valid regardless of the baseline dimensions and it provides a fully relational orbital observable, where the raw data depends on the three orthogonal axes of space. While this approach seems appropriate, the lack of an algebraic expression in the form of [x, y, z] = f (α ij ) forces the use of numerical methods to achieve satellite tracking. This fact precludes the possibility to provide mathematically simple expressions to relate each parameter.
Therefore, the Euclidean model is used to perform satellite tracking; however, this model would not allow to determine algebraically how each parameter (i.e., baseline length) affects the quality of the retrieved orbit. By using this model, the line separating orbital tracking and orbital determination becomes blurred as the operation of tracking is embedded in the determination method instead of performing both steps separately as revealed in the following section.
Orbit determination
Orbit determination involves different methods and techniques adopted to determine the satellite orbit from a collection of observation data provided by orbital tracking, for instance, a set of ranges, angles, velocities, etc.
In the context of a ground interferometer system, such observation data are the interferometric phase observations. These observations cannot provide orbital elements by themselves because no analytical method is available in the literature that connects interferometric phase observations to orbital elements in a straightforward way. One may transform the interferometric phase observations into angular observations and find orbital elements by using Laplaces method, Gauss method, etc. [11] ; however, such a transformation could considerably complicate the problem and the accuracy of these methods would not be satisfactory.
On the other hand, one can use differential correction techniques. These techniques require iterations or incremental updates to the state 1) that improve the accuracy of orbit determination by using the methods mentioned before. To obtain orbital elements from interferometric phase observations, leastsquares techniques are proposed.
Least-squares techniques make use of all the data available to improve the determination of an approximate initial state 2) ,x. They are defined as an optimization problem that fits the measurements to an appropriate mathematical model 3) , minimizing the sum of the squares of the residuals. The residuals will be the difference in the actual observations and those obtained using the state vector solution. Thus, defining the residuals asr
where y 0 are the observed values of the dependent variable and y c are the computed values of the dependent variable, the least-squares criterion (for N observations) satisfies the minimization of the following expression:
The complete formulation of the least-squares technique for orbit determination can be found in [11] providing the following equation:
where δx is the estimated correction to the state, A is the partial-derivative matrix, W is the weighting matrix, andb is the residual matrix. The resulting δx value must be added to the initial state and the least-squares algorithm will iterate again by using this new initial state value until a convergence criterion is reached 4) . Once the convergence criterion is achieved, the improved initial state will be provided by the algorithm. This initial state can then be used to obtain the orbital elements..
1) The state of a satellite in space is defined by six quantities that can be called either a state vector (position and velocity vectors) or an element set (a collection of scalar magnitudes and angular representations of the orbit).
2) This initial state can be obtained, for example, from the known longitude coordinates of the satellite at one specific epoch of time.
3) In the case under study, the mathematical models involved in the operation are the Euclidean model for orbital tracking and Kepler's laws for orbit determination.
4) Some methods to determine the criterion of convergence are discussed by Vallado in [11] . 
Prototype implementation
A two-element interferometer has been implemented to carry out a preliminary test of concept. A constellation of geostationary television broadcast satellites has been chosen as the emitters of opportunity. The constellation properties are presented in Table 1 . The aim of the prototype is to capture the signal from this constellation and to perform appropriate interferometric processing. For this purpose, two coherent Ku band receivers are placed on the rooftop of the UPC Campus Nord D3 building at known locations, as depicted in Figure 5 .
Ku band receiver
By using a low-noise down-converter block (LNB) integrated in the antenna feeder, a multichannel IF 1-2 GHz signal can be guided to the receiver with tolerable attenuation by means of low-cost coaxial cables. Implementing all receiver steps with common local oscillators is strictly necessary to ensure coherency. Thus, the phase difference of the signals arriving at both the receivers is preserved. In the case under study, both LNB internal oscillators have been replaced by external ports fed by a common PLL reference oscillator ( Figure 6) .
To obtain the complex baseband signals from the IF output at the LNB, a custom two-channel demodulator has been designed. The demodulator output bandwidth is 40 MHz for a total of 2-GHz bandwidth available at the IF stage. Corresponding to one of the multiplexed DVB-S channels. Since each individual channel is emitted by one of the four satellites in the constellation, by selecting the channel properly, the actual satellite being tracked can be chosen.
Digital signal processing

Complex correlation
The correlation operation between both complex signals is performed by a Virtex-4 FPGA as a low-level operation. To ease the task of both correlating and digitizing the signal, an FPGA digital port has been used as a two-level quantization device, performing the analog to digital conversion and allowing for the correlator to be implemented as a simple XOR network. The loss of information caused by poor quantization can be overcome by using the Van Vleck correction [12] , which establishes a mathematical relationship (13) between the ideal correlation ρ of two analog signals and the correlation of the two-level digitized signalsρ.
Orbit determination
Let us obtain the orbital elements from the interferometric phase observations retrieved by following the steps mentioned in the previous section. Results have shown that, by using only one baseline, the orbital parameters achieved after least-squares processing are more reliable when the observation data are acquired for a long time, e.g., two days. Thus, the possible satellite orbits that fulfill such observation data are more accurate. Another major issue to be considered before implementing the least-squares algorithm is the phase ambiguity. The interferometric phase observations are given in the interval [0, 2π). Unless we add the integer number of phase cycles lost between the satellite and the site antennas, multiple satellite orbits will satisfy such observation data, and therefore the least-squares algorithm will not converge. As dealing with phase ambiguity is not the aim of this work, it has been simplified as follows. Given a TLE 5) of the geostationary satellite orbit [13] used as the reference orbit, the integer number of phase cycles has been computed by simulating the virtual interferometric phase produced by the motion described in the TLE. By this trick, one can find an approximate number of phase cycles not far from the real one. It is important to note that this technique is only suitable in case of very short baselines, in the order of tenths of meters, as it is the case here. An alternative ambiguity resolution technique should be studied for larger baselines.
Once the interferometric phase observations are retrieved taking into account all the points mentioned above, the least-squares algorithm may be applied. Thus, the approximate initial state vector,x, will be refined by means of all observation data collected during several hours by the ground-based interferometer system. After the implementation of the least-squares algorithm, a new state vector is achieved that can be transformed into an element set to compare all its magnitudes to the reference TLE orbit. In this way, we can obtain a first evaluation of how the ground-based interferometer system works by using a single short baseline.
As the aim of this work is to demonstrate a successful proof of concept rather than a high-accuracy device, we implemented the least-squares algorithm by using a two-body propagator. Thus, orbital perturbations such as the force exerted by the Earths equatorial bulge, the solar radiation pressure, etc. have been neglected, and therefore the classical orbital elements have been considered as constants during the entire orbital determination period.
Results analysis
In this section, we present the final results achieved from the previously described prototype. First of all, the complete stream of acquired raw data will be presented. Second, the retrieved orbit will be analyzed and compared to the public orbital dataset. Finally, a set of conclusions from the prototype results will be discussed. Table 2 summarizes the configuration parameters used during the data acquisition campaign. Figure 7 depicts the full six-day stream of interferometric phase retrieved by the prototype system. These data have been properly unwrapped in a progressive way from the first sample. As seen in the figure, the entire signal describes a sine-like waveform featuring a period of a sidereal day, as expected for a geostationary orbit. The amplitude of the signal (∼10 rad) is relatively small owing to the short baseline separating the two receivers.
Raw data
The signal-to-noise ratio presents a cyclic behavior where the negative lobes (daytime) are considerably noisier than the positive lobes (night time). Apart from the known atmospheric effects present during daytime [14] , sun exposure of the cables connecting the two receivers might cause such behavior.
From the total of days available, only the orbit during the first two days (highlighted area) will be retrieved as an example. Tables 3 and 4 Both state vectors are expressed in an ECI coordinate frame 6) . As seen from the tables, the discrepancy between both state vectors is not excessively large, considering the use of a single 10-m baseline. This fact can be more graphically appreciated in Figure 8 , where both state vectors have been propagated in time and plotted alongside. Figure 9 depicts a comparison among different interferometric phases. In this way, the full-cycle interferometric phases simulated from the TLE propagation, the unwrapped, full-cycle raw data used during the signal processing, and the full-cycle interferometric phases simulated from the propagation of the state vector after the least-squares algorithm implementation are plotted. A common pattern can be appreciated among the three curves.
Retrieved orbit
A close look at Table 5 manifests some discrepancies between the expected orbital elements and the orbital elements obtained. The discrepancies can be explained by different factors:
• Baseline length: As exposed in the far-field approximation model for accuracy by expression (8) , an inverse proportionality ratio exists between the interferometric phase accuracy and the baseline. Therefore, it can be concluded that a 10-m baseline is not large enough to provide an accurate satellite orbit.
6) The Earth-centered inertial coordinate frame originates at the center of the Earth and is generically designated with the letters IJK. The fundamental plane contains the Earth's equator. The I axis points towards the vernal equinox, the J axis is 90 • to the east in the equatorial plane, and the K axis extends through the North Pole. Times (s) Figure 9 (Color online) Representation of the acquired interferometric phases (green) and the simulated phases from the TLE (blue) and the least-squares filter output (red). Recent simulations conclude that at least a few kilometer baselines are required to achieve centimetric accuracy. However, atmospheric phase perturbations must be experimentally analyzed in this case.
• Baseline dimensionality: A single baseline is able to provide sensitivity to the satellite displacement only on the baseline direction. Therefore, the setup is poorly dimensioned for retrieving a three-dimensional motion. As a matter of fact, being able to retrieve a geosynchronous orbit using a single baseline, even at this accuracy levels, is rather surprising. A setup consisting of multiple orthogonal baselines would provide sensitivity in multiple dimensions, enhancing the resulting accuracy.
• Daytime noise: Given the low sensitivity of the system, the visible noise on the phase during daytime generates perturbations on the resulting orbital model, and would have much less impact for a larger baseline configuration. This noise can be reduced by means of a calibration loop that monitors unwanted phase variations.
Finally, approximate dimensioning of a future system must be studied to determine its scalability to provide an accurate orbit. According to (8) , if the actual prototype accuracy is tenths of kilometers, the prototype should be enlarged to tenths of kilometers for a single baseline to obtain accuracy in the order of meters, and this is not an infeasible size for a ground-based interferometer. In fact, numerical simulations developed by using the Euclidean model show that, for a three-baseline interferometer, submeter accuracy could be achieved with dimensions less than 1 km, since the problem can be better stated in the case of three dimensions.
Conclusion
This work shows that a ground-based interferometer is able to provide observables suitable for precise orbit determination required in GeoSAR missions.
The least-squares algorithm, typically designed to retrieve orbits by using range and range rate as input data, can be properly modified by means of the Euclidean model to retrieve orbital elements from the interferometric phase. Nevertheless, the use of a single baseline affects the performance of the algorithm by obstructing the convergence of the optimization unless a large period of time is used.
Exploiting the interferometric phase provides accuracy in orders of magnitude better than that of systems using time domain data, since the phase is more sensitive to motion. This fact offers potential accuracies that would be able to be used in GeoSAR missions. Even in the case where the required millimetric accuracy cannot be provided, further autofocus processing methods can be applied to retrieve the SAR image.
The interferometer does not require any particular transmission code, and therefore could be easily fitted in a GeoSAR environment, either by using the actual radar signal or by adding a dedicated beacon on the actual satellite. Furthermore, since this technique is not based on ground calibrators, the interferometer can be located anywhere as long as the satellite signal is received, regardless of the location actually being imaged.
This prototype will be enhanced in the near future on the basis of upgrades suggested for this work.
